We invite
Higher education policy officials and representatives, including teachers and energy practitioners eager to broaden their professional curricula.

Objective
Free and open conference/workshop to share concepts and methods of teaching social sciences & humanities (SSH) issues in engineering studies.

Place and time
Gdańsk, Poland, 27–28 June 2019

TEACHENER — Integrating Social Sciences and Humanities into Teaching about Energy

Gdańsk University of Technology
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TEACHENER PROJECT CONFERENCE
Social Sciences and Humanities at Universities of Technology
**TEACHENER project**

The project has been implemented since 2016, aiming to fill the gap between social sciences & humanities (SSH) and teaching at technical universities in Europe.

By using SSH knowledge in the domain of higher technical education, 8 innovative teaching modules (free to download and use) have been prepared to provide the graduates of engineering studies with interdisciplinary skills and competencies. The project will help technical universities and the graduates to better respond to the changing needs of the current labor market (especially in energy sector) that requires formation of new and adapted job profiles.

**Preliminary program**

1. **Conference day: 27 June, 1 pm—6 pm**
   - Is cooperation among technical and SSH universities needed and possible?
   - Is TEACHENER approach unique and can be a good practice?
   - Is international cooperation firming up the European education?

2. **Workshop day: 28 June, 9 am—2 pm**
   - Getting to know the teaching modules
   - Discussing the lecturing materials
   - Asking questions to the authors

**The venue**

Third place among the Best European Destinations in 2017, Gdańsk collects highest ranks from most of its visitors. Situated on the Baltic Sea coast, it is not only the place of rich history and breathtaking architecture, but also the capital of the Pomeranian Region—an area where sea meets green woods, towering hills and captivating lakes.

Equally, the campus of Gdańsk University of Technology is ranked among the ten most beautiful in Europe. Visiting Gdańsk and the GUT will offer you magical moments and true emotions.

We look forward to meeting you in Gdańsk!

Please register before 14 June at: https://eia.pg.edu.pl/teachener/registration
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